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 Flag-transitive Extensions of Dual Af fine Planes
 A NTONIO P ASINI
 In this paper I finish the work carried on in [10] and [1] , obtaining a classification of
 flag-transitive geometries belonging to the following diagram :
c Af *
q q – 1
 (with 1  ,  q  ,  `  ) .  An infinite family of simply connected examples for this diagram with  q  5  2 is
 obtained by truncating Coxeter complexes of type  D n .  Two dif ferent finite families with three
 members and  q  5  4 arise from the Steiner systems for the Mathieu groups  M 2 2  , M 2 3 and  M 2 4 .
 The geometries of these two families are simply connected . Three more simply connected
 examples of rank 3 are described in [1] , with  q  5  2 ,  4 and 16 respectively .
 We shall prove that no more simply connected examples exist besides those mentioned
 above .
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 1 .  I NTRODUCTION
 In this paper we study flag-transitive  c n  ?  Af  *  geometries of order q  ,  `  ; i . e .
 geometries belonging to the following diagram of rank  n  1  2 :
c Af *
q q – 1
PlanesLinesPoints Blocks
 where the label  c  denotes circular geometries , i . e . complete graphs , and  Af  * denotes
 dual af fine planes . When  n  5  1 ,  we write  c  ?  Af  * instead of  c 1  ?  Af  * ,  for short .
 The paper is organized as follows . We firstly describe the examples (Section 2) . Then
 we prove that the list of examples we have given is complete ; namely , that it includes
 all flag-transitive examples . This is indeed our main theorem . It is stated and proved in
 Section 3 . Some information on the  A 7 -geometry and certain geometries that we
 consider will be needed for that proof . We give that information in a separate section
 (Section 4) .
 In the rest of this section we state some terminology and notation to be used later .
 The reader is referred to [16] for basic notions of diagram geometry . According to [16] ,
 a geometry is residually connected by definition .
 Given an element  x  of a geometry  G , we denote its residue by  G x  .
 We take the non-negative integers 0 ,  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n  1  1 as types . We call ‘points’ , ‘lines’
 and ‘planes’ the elements of type 0 , 1 and 2 . Those of type  n  1  1 will be called ‘blocks’
 (needless to say , when  n  5  1 the terms ‘block’ and ‘plane’ have the same meaning) . We
 also freely use phrases such as ‘the point  s  is in the block  u ’ ,  ‘the line  l  passes through
 the point  a ’ etc . to mean that  a  is incident with  u ,  with  l  etc .
 We say that two points are  collinear  if there is a line incident with both of them . We
 denote the collinearity relation by  ' . The  collinearity graph  of a  c n  ?  Af  * geometry  G  is
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 the graph defined by  '  on the set of points of  G . The diameter of the collinearity graph
 of  G  will be called the  point - diameter  of  G  and denoted by  d  ' .
 We say that  G  satisfies the property ( LL ) if , for any two distinct points of  G , there is
 at most one line incident with both of them . We define the property ( LL ) res  inductively
 on  n ,  as follows . When  n  5  1 ,  that is in the rank 3 case , ( LL ) res  means just ( LL ) .  When
 n  .  1 ,  we say that ( LL ) res  holds in  G , to mean that ( LL ) holds in  G  and ( LL ) r e s  holds in
 the residue of every point of  G .
 If , for any three pairwise collinear points of  G , there is at least one plane incident
 with all of them , then we say that  G  satisfies the property ( T  ) .  Then we define the
 property ( T  ) r e s  inductively . When  n  5  1 ,  ( T  ) r e s  is the same as ( T  ) .  When  n  .  1 ,  we say
 that ( T  ) r e s  holds in  G ,  to mean that ( T  ) holds in  G  and ( T  ) r e s  holds in the residue of
 every point of  G .
 In the context of this paper , ( LL ) r e s  is equivalent to the Intersection Property ( IP )
 [16 , Lemma 7 . 25] . Furthermore , it is not dif ficult to prove that if ( LL ) r e s  holds in  G ,
 then ( T  ) r e s  is equivalent to the following : every clique of the collinearity graph of  G  is
 in some block .
 A  c n  ?  Af  * geometry  G  is said to be  flat  if all its points are incident with all its blocks .
 When  n  .  1 ,  we say that  G  is  residually flat  if it is flat and the residues of its points are
 residually flat (with the convention that , when  n  5  1 ,  ‘residually flat’ and ‘flat’ mean the
 same) .
 2 .  T HE E XAMPLES
 2 . 1 .  Truncated coxeter complexes of type D n 1 3
 An af fine plane of order 2 is just a complete graph on four points . Thus , when  q  5  2
 the  c n  ?  Af  * diagram can also be depicted as follows :
c
*PlanesLinesPoints c Blocks
2
 where  c * means the dual of  c .  An example for this diagram can be obtained from the
 Coxeter complex of type  D n 1 3 ( n  >  1) by removing the elements of one of the two
 horns of the  D n 1 3 diagram :
 A flag-transitive  c n  ?  Af  * geometry of order 2 is obtained in this way . We call it
 G n 1 3 (2) .  Clearly ,  Aut ( G n 1 3 (2)) is the coexeter group of type  D n 1 3 ,  namely
 2 n 1 2  ?  Sym n 1 3 .
 When  n  is odd , the centre  Z  of  Aut ( G n 1 3 (2)) has order 2 . By factorizing  G n 1 3 (2) by  Z
 we obtain another flat-transitive  c n  ?  Af  * geometry of order 2 , which we denote by
 G n 1 3 (2) / 2 .  We have  Aut ( G n 1 3 / 2)  5  2 n 1 1  ?  S n 1 3  5  Aut ( G n 1 3 (2)) / Z .
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 2 . 2 .  An example for L 3 (2)
 The above may be regarded as the ‘standard’ examples . When  n  5  1 there is one
 more flag-transitive example of order 2 with seven points . It is obtained from  PG (3 ,  2)
 by removing a plane  S  and the star of a point  p  ¸  S .  This geometry is flag-transitive and
 L 3 (2) is its automorphism group . With the notation of [1] , we denote it by  G 2 (2) . (The
 geometry  G 4 (2) was denoted by  G
 1 (2) in [1]) . The following is proved in [10] .
 P ROPOSITION 1 .  The geometries  G n 1 3 (2) ,  G n 1 3 (2) / 2 ( when n is odd )  and  G 2 (2)  are the
 only flag - transiti y  e c n  ?  Af  *  geometries of order  2 .
 2 . 3 .  Preliminaries on Laguerre structures
 Given two sets  X , Y  with  u X  u  5  q  1  n  1  1 and  u Y u  5  q ,  a set  ^   of mappings from  X  to
 Y  is said to be  sharply  ( n  1  2)- transiti y  e  (of  degree  ( q  1  n  1  1 ,  q )) if , given any
 ( n  1  2)-tuple ( x i )
 n 1 2
 i 5 1  of distinct elements of  x  and any ( n  1  2)-tuple (  y i )
 n 1 2
 i 5 1  of elements
 of  Y ,  there is precisely one mapping  f  P  ^   such that  f  ( x i )  5  y i  for  i  5  1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  n  1  2 .  In
 other words , a sharply ( n  1  2)-transitive set of mappings of degree ( q  1  n  1  1 ,  q ) is an
 M . D . S . code of length  q  1  n  1  1 over an alphabet of size  q  and minimum Hamming
 distance  q .
 The set of all mappings  f  :  h 1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  n  1  3 j  5  h 0 ,  1 j  subject to the condition
 o n 1 3 i 5 1  f  ( i )  5  0  is indeed a sharply ( n  1  2)-transitive set of mappings of degree
 ( n  1  3 ,  2) .  It can be viewed as the set of blocks of the geometry  G m (2) ,  with  m  5  n  1  3
 (see [10]) .
 P ROPOSITION 2 .  Assume that a sharply  ( n  1  2)- transiti y  e set of mappings of degree
 ( t ,  q ) exists , with t  5  q  1  n  1  1 . Then q is e y  en . Furthermore , when n  .  1 , either q  5  2  or
 36  di y  ides q .
 (The first claim of this proposition is well known [7] . The second statement is a
 theorem of Bruen and Silverman [2] . )
 Given a sharply ( n  1  2)-transitive set of mappings  ^   from a set  X  of size  q  1  n  1  1 to
 a set  Y  of size  q ,  the functions of  ^   are subsets of  X  3  Y .  Thus , we can define a
 geometry of rank  n  1  2 by taking  X  3  Y  as the set of points ,  ^   as the set of blocks , the
 2-subsets , 3-subsets , 4-subsets etc . of the elements of  ^   as lines , planes , 3-spaces , etc .
 respectively . The incidence relation is the natural one (symmetrized inclusion) . We
 denote this geometry by  G ( ^  ) and we call it the  Laguerre structure of order q  and  rank
 n  1  2  defined by  ^  .  It is straightforward to check that  G ( ^  ) is a  c n  ?  Af  * geometry of
 order  q .  (According to the terminology of [16 ,  § 2 . 4] ,  G ( ^  ) is the enrichment of the
 rank 2 geometry ( X  3  Y ,  ^  ) . )
 When  q  5  2 ,  G ( ^  )  5  G m (2) (with  m  5  n  1  3) .  In any case , the geometry  G ( ^  ) satisfies
 both ( LL ) r e s  and ( T  ) r e s  .  Moreover , we have the following .
 P ROPOSITION 3 ([15] , Theorem 2) .  A c n  ?  Af  *  geometry of order q satisfies both
 ( LL ) r e s and  ( T  ) r e s if f it is obtained from a sharply  ( n  1  2)- transiti y  e set of mappings of
 degree  ( q  1  n  1  1 ,  q )  by the pre y  ious construction .
 By comparing Propositions 2 and 3 , we obtain the following .
 C OROLLARY 4 .  Let  G  be a c n  ?  Af  *  geometry of order q and rank n  1  2  >  4 , satisfying
 both  ( LL ) r e s and  ( T  ) r e s  . Then either  G  5  G m (2) ( with m  5  n  1  3)  or  36  di y  ides q .
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 Note that  q  is the order of an af fine plane in the above . Thus , the case with 36
 dividing  q  implies the existence of an af fine plane of non-prime-power order . No such
 plane is flag-transitive [6] , if it exists . Hence the case with 36 dividing  q  is of no interest
 in this paper .
 The only known examples of Laguerre structures of rank 3 are obtained as follows .
 Let  O  be a hyperoval in the star of a given point  p  of  PG (3 ,  q ) ( q  even) . Take as  points
 the points of  PG (3 ,  q ) dif ferent from  p  and belonging to the  q  1  2 lines of  O ,  as  lines
 the lines of  PG (3 ,  q ) meeting precisely two lines of  O ,  and as  blocks  the planes of
 PG (3 ,  q )  not passing through  p .  The incidence relation is the natural one , inherited
 from  PG (3 ,  q ) .  Let us denote this geometry by  G O .
 For every line  l  P  O ,  we can choose a bijection  g l  :  l  \ h  p j  5  GF  ( q ) .  Thus , a block  u  of
 G O  can be viewed as a function from  O  to  GF  ( q ) ,  mapping every line  l  P  O  onto
 g  ( l  >  u ) .  Clearly , these functions form a sharply 3-transitive set  ^   and  G O  .  G ( ^  ) .
 The geometry  PG (3 ,  q ) can be recovered from  G O  [9 , Theorem 2] . Hence  Aut [ G O ) is
 the stabilizer of  p  and  O  in  P G L 4 ( q ) .
 2 . 4 .  A Laguerre structure and its quotients
 It is known that a hyperoval  O  is transitive only if  q  5  2 ,  4 or 16 . In the last case  O  is
 the Lunelli – Sce hyperoval and  Aut [ G O )  5  2
 1 2  ?  (2  3  AGL (1 ,  9)) .  However , this group is
 too small to be flag-transitive . On the other hand , all hyperovals of  PG (2 ,  q ) with  q  5  2
 or 4 are classical . In these two cases  G O  is flag-transitive .
 When  q  5  2 we have  G O  5  G 4 (2) .  Let  q  5  4 .  Then  Aut ( G O )  5  2
 6  ?  3  ?  S 6 .  The following
 subgroups of  Aut ( G O ) are also flag-transitive on  G O :
 2 6  ?  3  ?  A 6  ,  2
 6  ?  3  ?  S 5  ,  2
 6  ?  (3  3  A 5 ) ,  2
 6  ?  S 5  ,  2
 6  ?  A 5  .
 We will denote the geometry  G O  with  q  5  4 by the symbol  G O (4) .
 This geometry admits two flag-transitive quotients , which can be constructed as
 follows . With the above notation , let  u  be a plane through  p  not containing any of the
 lines of  O  and let  H p ,u  be the group of elations with center  p  and axis  u .  If we factorize
 G O  by a subgroup  K  ?  1 of  H p ,u  then we obtain a  c  ?  Af  * geometry of order 4 not
 satisfying ( LL ) .  In particular , when  K  5  H p ,u  we obtain a (flag-transitive) flat geometry .
 More precisely ,  H p ,u  5  2 2 and it is normal in the stabilizer 2 6  ?  3  ?  S 5 of  u  in
 Aut ( G O (4)) .  The (flat) quotient  G O (4) / H p ,u  admits 2 4  ?  3  ?  S 5 as its (flag-transitive)
 automorphism group (but the subgroups 2 4  ?  3  ?  A 5  ,  2
 4  ?  S 5 and 2
 4  ?  A 5 also acts
 flag-transitively on it) . We will denote this quotient by  G O (4) / 2 2 .
 The group  H p , u  5  2
 2 is central in the subgroup  X  5  2 6  ?  A 5 of the stabilizer
 Y  5  2 6  ?  3  ?  S 5  of  u  in  Aut ( G O (4)) .  The quotient group  Y  / X  acts as  S 3 on the three
 2-subgroups of  H p , u .  If we factorize  G O (4) by any of the 2-subgroups of  H p , u  ,  we still
 obtain a flag-transitive  c  ?  Af  * geometry of order 4 . Let us denote this quotient by
 G O (4) / 2 .  It is clear from the above that  Aut ( G O (4) / 2)  5  2 5  ?  S 5 (but 2 5  ?  A 5 is also
 flag-transitive on  G O (4) / 2) .  Clearly ,  G O (4) / 2 neither satisfies ( LL ) nor is flat .
 It is not dif ficult to check that  G O (4) / 2 and  G O (4) / 2 2 are the only two flag-transitive
 proper quotients of  G O (4) .
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 2 . 5 .  Three examples from S (3 ,  6 ,  22) , S (4 ,  7 ,  23)  and S (5 ,  8 ,  24) .
 It is well known that the Steiner systems  S (3 ,  6 ,  22) , S (4 ,  7 ,  23) and  S (5 ,  8 ,  24) can be
 viewed as geometries with diagrams and orders , as follows :
c
4
LinesPoints Blocks
4
c
4
LinesPoints Blocks
4
S (3, 6, 22)
S (4, 7, 23)
c
4
LinesPoints Blocks
4
S (5, 8, 24)
 If we remove a point with its residue from any of these three geometries , then we
 obtain  c
 n
 ?  Af  * geometries of order 4 , with  n  5  1 ,  2 ,  3 respectively .
c
3
LinesPoints Blocks
3
c
3
LinesPoints Blocks
4
c
4
LinesPoints Blocks
3
Af *
Af *
Af *
 These geometries satisfy ( LL ) r e s  but not ( T  ) .  Their point-diameter is 1 . We denote
 them by  G 2 1 (4) ,  G 2 2 (4) and  G 2 3 (4) respectively (the subscripts 21 , 22 and 23 should
 remind us of the number of points of these geometries) . These geometries are
 flag-transitive and their automorphism groups are isomorphic with  L 3 (4)  ?  2 , M 2 2 and
 M 2 3  ,  respectively (but  L 3 (4) also acts flag-transitively on  G 2 1 (4)) .
 Note that the residues of the points of  G 2 2 (4) are isomorphic with  G 2 1 (4) , whereas the
 residues of the points of  G 2 3 (4) are isomorphic with  G 2 2 (4) .
 (The geometry  G 2 1 (4) was discovered by Sprague [19] . )
 2 . 6 .  More examples from S (3 ,  6 ,  22) , S (4 ,  7 ,  23)  and S (5 ,  8 ,  24)
 Given a hexad  E  of  S (3 ,  6 ,  22) ,  take the six points of  E  as points , the hexads
 intersecting  E  in two points as lines and the 16 points outside  E  as blocks . All points
 are declared to be incident with all blocks . The incidence relation between lines and
 points or blocks is the natural one , inherited from  S (3 ,  6 ,  22) .  We denote this geometry
 by  G 6 (4) . It is a flat  c  ?  Af  * geometry of order 4 :
c
4 3
Af *
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 Its automorphism group is 2 4  ?  S 6  ,  but 2
 4  ?  A 6  ,  2
 4  ?  PGL 2 (5) and 2
 4  ?  L 2 (5) also act
 flag-transitively on it .
 Similarly , given a heptad  E  of  S (4 ,  7 ,  23) ,  we take the points of  E  as points and the
 points of  S (4 ,  7 ,  23) not in  E  as blocks . The heptads intersecting  E  in three points are
 taken as planes . The unordered pairs of distinct points of  E  are taken as lines . All
 points and all lines are declared to be incident with all blocks . As for the rest , the
 incidence relation is the natural one . Thus , we obtain a (residually) flat  c 2  ?  Af  *
 geometry of order 4 :
c
34
Af *
 Its point-residues are isomorphic with  G 6 (4) .  We denote this geometry by  G 7 (4) . Its
 automorphism group is 2 4  ?  A 7  .
 Given an octad  E  of  S (5 ,  8 ,  24) ,  we take the points of  E  as elements of type 0
 (points) and the points of  S (5 ,  8 ,  24) not in  E  as blocks (elements of type 4) . The
 octads intersecting  E  in four points are taken as elements of type 3 . Let us call them
 3  - spaces .  The unordered triples and the unordered pairs of points of  E  are taken as
 planes and lines . All points , all lines and all planes are declared to be incident with all
 blocks . As for the rest , the incidence relation is the natural one . In this way , we obtain
 a (residually) flat  c 3  ?  Af  * geometry of order 4 :
Fig j
c
4 3
Af *
 with point-residues isomorphic with  G 7 (4) . We denote this geometry by  G 8 (4) . Its
 automorphism group is 2 4  ?  A 8  .
 2 . 7 .  An example of order  16
 The natural  GF  (2)-module  U  5  V  (18 ,  2) for the linear group  L  5  L 2 (17) contains
 two reducible non-isomorphic nine-dimensional modules , say  V  1 and  V  2 ,  interchanged
 by an outer automorphism of  L 2 (17) .  (See [13] ; see also [12] or [11(1 . 4)]) . The
 subgroups  V  1 L  and  V  2 L  of  u  ?  L  are isomorphic , even if  V  1 and  V  2 are not
 isomorphic as  L -modules see [1]) . Let  F  5  V  ?  L ,  with  V  5  V  1 or  V  2 .  It is proved in [1]
 that there is a  c  ?  Af  * geometry of order 16 admitting  G  as a flag-transitive
 automorphism group . It can be constructed as follows .
 Take the vectors of  V  as  planes ,  viewed as functions from  PG (1 ,  17) to  GF  (2) .  As
 points  we take the pairs ( i ,  ¨  ) with  i  P  PG (1 ,  17) and  ¨  P  GF  (2) ,  declaring a plane  u
 and a point  p  5  ( i ,  ¨  ) to be incident precisely when  u ( i )  5  ¨  .  We define lines as sets of
 planes , as follows .
 Let  p `  5  (  `  ,  0) and  p 0  5  (0 ,  0) .  There are 2
 7 planes incident with both  p  `   and  p 0  .  The
 stabilizer in  L  of the unordered pair  h  `  ,  0 j  is a dihedral group of order 16 . Let  a  be an
 element of order 8 in that group . The centralizer of  C V  ( a ) of  a  4 in  V  has order 2 5 .
 Sixteen vectors of  C V  ( a ) represent planes incident with both  p  `   and  p 0  .  The remaining
 vectors of  C W  ( a
 4 ) represent planes incident with the points (  `  ,  1) and (0 ,  1) . Denote by
 l 0 the set of elements of  C W  ( a
 4 ) representing planes incident with  p  `   and with  p 0 : we
 then say that  l 0 is one of the  lines  incident with  p  `   and  p 0  .  The remaining  lines  of the
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 T ABLE 1
 Rank  Order  Name  Automorphism group
 n  1  2  ( n  >  1)
 n  1  2  ( n  5  2 k  1  1 ,  k  >  0)
 3
 3
 3
 3
 3
 4
 5
 3
 4
 5
 3
 3
 2
 2
 2
 4
 4
 4
 4
 4
 4
 4
 4
 4
 16
 16
 G n 1 3 (2)
 G n 1 3 (2) / 2
 G 2 (2)
 G O (4)
 G O (4) / 2
 G O (4) / 2 2
 G 2 1 (4)
 G 2 2 (4)
 G 2 3 (4)
 G 6 (4)
 G 7 (4)
 G 8 (4)
 G (16)
 G (16) / 2
 2 n 1 2  ?  S n 1 3
 2 n 1 1  ?  S n 1 3
 L 3 (2)
 2 6  ?  3  ?  S 6
 2 5  ?  S 5
 2 4  ?  3  ?  S 5
 L 3 (4)  ?  2
 M 2 2
 M 2 3
 2 4  ?  S 6
 2 4  ?  A 7
 2 4  ?  A 8
 2 9  ?  L 2 (17)
 2 8  ?  L 2 (17)
 geometry are the images of  l 0 by elements of the ‘af fine’ group  G  5  V  ?  L  in its action
 on the vector space  V .  A line  l  and a plane  u  will be declared to be incident when  u  P  l .
 We say that a point  p  and a line  l  are incident when  p  is incident with all planes that are
 incident with  l .
 We denote this geometry by  G (16) . (The reader may wonder if the outcome of the
 above construction depends on whether  V  5  V  1 or  V  5  V  2 ,  but it is proved in [1] that
 it does not . ) We have  G  5  Aut ( G (16)) ,  and no proper subgroup of  G  is flag-transitive
 on  G (16) .
 G (16) is simply connected [1] . It also admits a flag-transitive proper quotient , which is
 flat , denoted by  G (16) / 2 in [1] .
 3 .  T HE M AIN T HEOREM
 T HEOREM 5 .  The geometries listed in Table  1  are the only flag - transiti y  e c n  ?  Af  *
 geometries .
 The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of this theorem . We strive to use
 groups as little as possible , but we need them , in particular for the first steps of the
 proof .
 Let  G  be a flag-transitive  c n  ?  Af  * geometry of order  q .
 P ROPOSITION 6 .  The statement of Theorem  5  holds true in the rank  3  case . It also
 holds when q  5  2 , for any n .
 (The first claim is the Main Theorem of [1] . The second claim is proved in [10] . )
 Thus , we assume  n  .  1 and  q  .  2 .
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 3 . 1 .  Feasible c  ?  Af  *  residues
 Assume that  n  5  2 and let  p  be a point of  G . Our goal in this section is to prove the
 following .
 P ROPOSITION 7 .  Either  G p  .  G 2 1 (4)  or  G p  .  G 6 (4) .
 We split the proof of this proposition in two lemmas .
 L EMMA 8 .  The residue of p is isomorphic with  G O (4) ,  G 2 1 (4)  or  G 6 (4) . Furthermore , if
 G p  .  G O (4)  then the group induced on  G p by the stabilizer of p in G  5  Aut ( G )  is placed
 between  2 6  ?  3  ?  A 6  and  2
 6  ?  3  ?  S 6 .
 P ROOF .  Given a block  u  on  p ,  let  G #  u  be the group induced on  G u  by the stabilizer  G u
 of  u  in  G .  Then  G #  u  is a 3-transitive extension of degree  q  1  3 of the stabilizer ( G #  u ) p  of  p
 in  G #  u .  Comparing the list of 2-transitive group [3] (also [21]) , Proposition 6 and the
 information given in Section 2 , we see that there are only six possibilities , as shown in
 Table 2 .
 This proves the lemma .  h
 L EMMA 9 .  We ha y  e  G p  . u  G O (4) .
 P ROOF .  Assume that  G p  .  G O (4) .  Clearly ,  G O (4) is the isomorphism type of any
 point-residue of  G , by flag-transitivity .
 By the same arguments used to prove Lemmas 7 – 11 and Proposition 13 of [1] one
 can prove that any two collinear points of  G  are incident with the same number of lines ,
 say  É  ,  that the collinearity graph of  G  is a complete  t -partite graph with all classes of
 the same size  w  (possibly  w  5  1) ,  and that :
 (1)  t  5  1  1  24 / w É  ;
 (2)  w É  <  4 .
 (The reader is referred to [1] for the details of those proofs . )
 T ABLE 2
 q  1  3  q  G p  ( G #  u ) p  G #  u
 7
 7
 7
 7
 7
 7
 7
 7
 7
 7
 7
 7
 7
 7
 19
 19
 4
 4
 4
 4
 4
 4
 4
 4
 4
 4
 4
 4
 4
 4
 16
 16
 G O (4)
 G O (4)
 G O (4)
 G O (4)
 G O (4) / 2
 G O (4) / 2
 G O (4) / 2 2
 G O (4) / 2 2
 G 2 1 (4)
 G 2 1 (4)
 G 6 (4)
 G 6 (4)
 G 6 (4)
 G 6 (4)
 G (16)
 G (16) / 2
 S 6
 A 6
 S 5
 A 5
 S 5
 A 5
 S 5
 A 5
 S 6
 A 6
 S 6
 A 6
 PGL 2 (5)
 L 2 (5)
 L 2 (17)
 L 2 (17)
 S 7
 A 7
 Impossible
 Impossible
 Impossible
 Impossible
 Impossible
 Impossible
 S 7
 A 7
 S 7
 A 7
 Impossible
 Impossible
 Impossible
 Impossible
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 Therefore , denoting by  N 0 and  N 3 the number of points and blocks of  G , we have
 N 0  5  w  1  24 / É  ,  N 3  5  ( w  1  24 / É  )64 / 7 .
 The formula for  N 3 implies that 7 divides  w  1  24 / É .  Comparing with (2) , it is easy to see
 that the following are the only possibilities that can occur :
 (i)  w  5  4 ,  É  5  1 ;
 (ii)  w  5  2 ,  É  5  2 ;
 (iii)  w  5  1 ;  É  5  4 .
 In any case , the collinearity graph of  G  has  t  5  7 classes , say  P 1  ,  P 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  P 7 (clearly ,
 these classes are singletons if  w  5  1) .
 Case  (i) .  Let (i) occur . Then ( LL ) and ( T  ) hold in  G  and , as ( LL ) and ( T  ) also hold
 in  G O (4) ,  the properties ( LL ) r e s  and ( T  ) r e s  hold in  G . Therefore  G  is a Laguerre
 structure of rank 4 and order 4 (Proposition 3) . This contradicts Proposition 2(ii) . Thus ,
 case (i) is impossible .
 Case  (ii) .  Let (ii) occur . The stabilizer  G p  of the point  p  in  G  acts faithfully on the
 residue  G p  of  p .  Indeed , let  g  P  G p  fix all elements of  G p .  Given a point  a  '  p ,  the
 element  g  fixes two lines (those joining  a  with  p ) and all planes and blocks on each of
 them . It easily follows from the information given on  Aut ( G O (4)) that this forces  g  to
 fix everything in  G a  .  By connectedness ,  g  fixes everything in  G ; that is ,  g  5  1 .
 Let  K  be the kernel of the action of  G  on the set  h P i j 7 i 5 1 of pairs of non-collinear
 points of  G  and let  K #   be the kernel of the action of  G  on the set of points of  G .
 Given an element  x  of  G , we denote by  s  3 ( x ) the set of blocks incident with  x .  Let  x
 be a line . As  K #   is normal in  G ,  the stabilizer  G x  of  x  permutes the intersections of  s  3 ( x )
 with the orbits of  K #   on the set of blocks of  G . However ,  G x  acts primitively on  s  3 ( x )
 [6 ,  § 2 . 3 . 7] .  Therefore , either  s  3 ( x ) is contained in one orbit of  K #  ,  or  K #   fixes all blocks
 on  x .  On the other hand ,  x  might be any line . Therefore either  K #   is transitive on the set
 of blocks , or it fixes all blocks .
 Assume the first . Therefore  u K #  u  >  N 3  5  2 7 .  On the other hand ,  K #   also fixes all points
 and , as  G p  acts faithfully on  G p ,  K #   is a (normal) subgroup of  G p .  It can only permute
 lines joining  p  with the same point . Therefore  K #   is an elementary 2-group . On the
 other hand ,  G p  is placed between 2 6  ?  A 6 and 2 6  ?  3  ?  S 6 (Lemma 8) . Hence it cannot
 contain a normal 2-subgroup of order  > 2 7 .
 Consequently ,  K #   fixes all blocks . However ,  G p  does not contain any non-trivial
 subgroup fixing all blocks . Therefore  K #  5  1 .  That is ,  G  (whence  K ) acts faithfully on
 the set of points of  G . As  K  fixes the seven pairs of non-collinear points of  G , it must be
 an elementary 2-group .
 Clearly ,  K  >  G u  <  K #   for every block  u .  Therefore  K  acts semi-regularly on the set of
 blocks , as  K #  5  1 .  By the same argument used for  K #  ,  one can see that either  K  is
 transitive (whence regular) on the set of blocks , or it fixes all blocks . In the latter case
 K  5  1  and  G  acts faithfully on the seven pairs of non-collinear points of  G . On the other
 hand ,  G u  acts as  A 7 or  S 7 on the seven points of a block  u .  This would force  u G  :  G u u  <  2 ,
 which is impossible . Thus  K  acts regularly on the set of blocks of  G  and , since  G  has
 N 3  5  2
 7  blocks ,  K  has order 2 7 . Therefore  G  5  KG u  ,  with  u  any block .
 Let  Z  be the center of  K .  Clearly ,  Z  ?  1 .  On the other hand ,  Z  is normal in  G .
 Therefore  Z  is also transitive on the set of blocks of  G , by the same argument already
 used for  K #  .  This implies that  Z  5  K .  That is ,  K  is an elementary abelian 2-group of
 order 7 . Its action on points is now clear : it consists of all permutations stabilizing each
 pair of non-collinear points . In particular , it contains an element  v  permuting every
 point with the point non-collinear with it . It is not dif ficult to see that  k v  l  defines a
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 quotient of  G . Clearly ,  v  is centralized by  G u  ,  for any block  u .  Therefore  v  is central in
 G .  Consequently , the quotient of  G  over  k v  l  is flag-transitive . In  G / k v l  we have  w  5  1
 and  É  5  4 .
 Thus , if case (ii) occurs , then (iii) occurs too . We shall now prove that (iii) is
 impossible . Hence (ii) is also impossible .
 Case  (iii) .  Let (iii) occur . Given two distinct blocks  u  and  y  ,  let  m  ( u ,  y  ) be the
 number of planes incident with both  u  and  y  .  Let  x , y  be two such planes . Residues of
 points are Laguerre structures , and Laguerre structures satisfy the Intersection
 Property . Therefore  x  and  y  have no points in common . This makes it clear that
 m  ( u ,  y  )  <  2 .
 Given a block  u ,  for  i  5  1 ,  2 ,  let  M i  be the number of blocks  y  ?  u  such that
 m  ( u ,  y  )  5  i .  As  G u  acts as  A 7 or  S 7 on the seven points of  u ,  it transitively permutes the
 35 planes of  G u  and the 70 unordered pairs of disjoint planes of  G u .  Therefore , either
 M 1  >  35  or  M 1  5  0 ,  and either  M 2  >  70 or  M 2  5  0 .
 On the other hand , each of the 35 planes of  G u  is incident with three blocks dif ferent
 from  u .  Therefore 105  5  M 1  1  2 M 2 .  Hence  M 2  5  0 and  M 1  5  105 .  However , the number
 of blocks of  G  is  N 3  5  2
 6  ,  105 ,  since  w  5  1 and  É  5  4 .  We have reached a
 contradiction .  h
 Lemmas 8 and 9 imply Proposition 7 .
 3 . 2 .  Extensions of  G 2 1 (4)
 L EMMA 10 .  The geometry  G 2 2 (4)  is the only c
 2  ?  Af  *  geometry with all point - residues
 isomorphic to  G 2 1 (4) .
 P ROOF .  Let  G  be a  c 2  .  Af  * geometry with all point-residues isomorphic to  G 2 1 (4) .
 The point-diameter of  G 2 1 (4) is 1 . Therefore , given any two lines of  G , either they have
 no points in common or they are coplanar . This implies that  G  has diameter 1 and that
 both properties ( LL ) and ( T  ) hold in  G . Hence ( LL ) r e s  holds in  G , since ( LL ) holds in
 G 2 1 (4) . Therefore the Intersection Property holds in  G . In particular , distinct blocks are
 incident with distinct sets of points and the planes and the lines of  G  are the unordered
 triples and the unordered pairs of points of  G .
 We can now imitate an argument used by Sprague [19] to prove that  G 2 1 (4) is the
 unique one-point extension of the dual of  AG (2 ,  4) .
 As  G  has point-diameter 1 and satisfies ( LL ) ,  it has 22 points . For every line
 x  5  h a ,  b j  of  G , we define an equivalence relation  F x  on the set of points of  G  dif ferent
 from  a  and  b  by declaring that , given any two distinct points  c  and  d  dif ferent from  a
 and  b ,  the points  c  and  d  correspond in  F x  if f no block contains  h a ,  b ,  c ,  d j .  The
 equivalence classes of  F x  can be viewed as the ideal lines of the dual af fine plane  G a , x  .
 Hence they have size 4 . For every point  c  ?  a , b ,  let us denote by  u x , c  the class of  F x
 containing  c ,  and let  U  be the family of all sets  u x , c  <  x ,  with  x  a line and  c  a point not
 in  x .
 It is easy to see that , given four distinct points  a , b , c , d ,  the points  c  and  d
 correspond in  F h a ,b j  if f  b  and  d  correspond in  F h a ,c j .  This implies that two distinct
 elements of  U  never meet in more than two points .
 We now take a symbol  `   as the ‘ideal point’ and the sets  u  <  h  `  j  with  u  P  U  as ‘ideal
 blocks’ . Let  6  be the incidence structure having the points of  G  and the ideal point  `  
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 as points , and the blocks of  G  and the ideal blocks as blocks . It is straightforward to
 check that  6  5  S (4 ,  7 ,  23) .  Therefore  G  .  G 2 2 (4) .  h
 L EMMA 11 .  The geometry  G 2 3 (4)  is the only c
 3  ?  Af  *  geometry with all point - residues
 isomorphic to  G 2 2 (4) .
 P ROOF .  The proof is similar to that of Lemma 10 . Given a plane  x  of  G , we define
 an equivalence relation  F x  on the set of points of  G  not in  x  by declaring that two
 distinct points  a ,  b  ¸  x  correspond in  F x  when  x  <  h a ,  b j  is not contained in any block .
 The rest is as in the proof of Lemma 10 . We leave the details to the reader .  h
 L EMMA 12 .  There is no c  4  .  Af  *  geometry with all point - residues isomorphic to
 G 2 3 (4) .
 P ROOF .  Let  G  be a  c 4  .  Af  * geometry with all point-residues isomorphic to  G 2 3 (4) , if
 possible . As in the proof of Lemma 10 , given a 3-space  x  of  G  we can define an
 equivalence relation  F x  on the set of points of  G  not in  x  by declaring that two distinct
 points  a ,  b  ¸  x  correspond in  F x  when  x  <  h a ,  b j  is not contained in any block . As in the
 proof of Lemma 10 , one can take a new object  `   as the ‘ideal point’ and the sets
 h  `  j  <  x  <  X  as ‘ideal blocks’ , with  x  a 3-space of  G  and  X  a class of  F x  .  A
 5-(25 ,  9 ,  1)-design would be obtained in this way . However , it is well known that no
 such design exists [8] .  h
 3 . 3 .  Extensions of  G 6 (4)
 In this subsection we shall often refer to results stated in the Appendix of this paper
 (Section 4) .
 L EMMA 13 .  The geometry  G 7 (4)  is the only c
 2  ?  Af  *  geometry with all point - residues
 isomorphic to  G 6 (4) .
 P ROOF .  Let  G  be a  c 2  ?  Af  * geometry with all point-residues isomorphic with  G 6 (4) .
 It is easy to prove that  G  is flat (hence residually flat) and that ( LL ) holds in it . Also ,  G
 has seven points , 21 lines , 140 planes and 16 blocks .
 Having chosen a block  u 0 of  G , let  D  be the subgeometry of  G  formed by the points of
 G , the planes of  G  incident with  u 0 and the blocks of  G  dif ferent from  u 0  ,  with the
 incidence relation inherited from  G . Clearly ,  D  is flat . Let us call ‘lines’ and ‘planes’ the
 planes and the blocks of  G  belonging to  D .
 It is clear from Section 4 . 3 that , given a point  a ,  its residue  D a  in  D  is the (unique)
 generalized quadrangle of order 2 . Let  u  be a ‘plane’ of  D . We shall prove that  D u  is a
 copy of  PG (2 ,  2) .
 Assume that two ‘lines’  x , y  of  D u  meet in two distinct points  a  and  b .  As  G u  is a
 matroid , the line  z  5  h a ,  b j  of  G  is incident with the planes  x  and  y .  However , both  x
 and  y  are incident with both  u  and  u 0  ,  and all these elements belong to the residue
 G h a ,z j  of the flag  h a ,  z j ,  which is a (dual) af fine plane . We have reached a contradiction .
 Therefore , no two ‘lines’ of  D  incident with  u  can have more than one point in
 common .
 Given two points  a , b ,  there are three planes of  G  incident with  a , u  and  u 0  .  By the
 above ,  a  is the unique point incident with any two of them . As every plane of  G  has
 three points and  G  has seven points , the three planes of  G  incident with  a , u  and  u 0 
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 cover the set of points of  G . Therefore there is a plane of  G  incident with all of  a , b , u
 and  u 0  .  That is , there is a ‘line’ of  D u  joining  a  with  b .
 This proves that  D u  is a linear space . As it contains seven points and its lines have
 size 3 , it is a model of  PG (2 ,  2) .
 Consequently ,  D  is a flat  C 3 geometry with uniform order 2 :
2
‘Lines’Points ‘Blocks’
22
 By [18] (Lemma 5 . 12) ,  D  is the  A 7 -geometry ; hence it can be viewed as a
 subgeometry of  G 7 (4) (see Section 4 . 1) . Let  P  be the system of ‘planes’ and ‘lines’ of  D .
 As we noticed in Section 4 . 1 ,  P  is a model of  PG (3 ,  2) and the (line , plane)-flags of the
 projective space  P  correspond to the planes of  G 7 (4) that are not incident with the
 block  u 0  .  thus , in order to prove that  G  .  G 7 (4) , we only need to prove that the planes
 of  G  non-incident with  u 0 correspond to the (line ,  plane)-flags of  P  in the same way as
 do the planes of  G 7 (4) .
 Given a plane  x  of  G  non-incident with  u 0  ,  let  a , b , c  and  y  0  ,  y  1  ,  y  2  ,  y  3 be the points
 and the blocks incident with it , respectively . The lines of the  A 7 -geometry are the
 triples of its points . Therefore , there is a unique ‘line’  x 0 of  D  incident with  a , b  and  c .
 Let  u 1  , u 2 and  u 3 be the ‘planes’ of  D  incident with  x 0  .  If we prove that the set
 X  5  h y  0  ,  y  1  ,  y  2  ,  y  3  ,  u 1  ,  u 2  ,  u 3 j  is a plane of  P , then we are done : indeed there are 140
 planes in  G , 105 of which are not incident with  u 0  ,  and there are precisely 105
 (line ,  plane)-flags in  P .
 In order to prove that  X  is a plane of  P  we only need to prove that every line of  P
 joining  n 0 with some of  u 1  , u 2 and  u 3 is incident with some of  y  1  ,  y  2 or  y  3  .  That is ,
 every plane of  G  incident with  u 0  ,  y  0 and some of  u 1  , u 2  , u 3 is also incident with some
 of  y  1  ,  y  2 or  y  3  .
 Let  y  be a plane of  G  incident with  u 0  ,  y  0 and  u 1  ,  to fix ideas . The planes  y  and  x 0  ,
 being ‘lines’ of  D  in the ‘plane’  u 1  ,  have just one point in common . Let  a  be the unique
 point incident with both  y  and  x 0  .  Thus  a  is the unique point incident with both  x  and
 y ,  since  x  and  x 0 have the same points .
 Let  D 9 be the model of the  A 7 -geometry formed by the blocks of  G  dif ferent from  y  0  ,
 the planes of  G  incident with  y  0 and the points of  G . Then  y  and  x  are ‘lines’ of  D 9 .
 Since they have just one point in common , they are ‘coplanar’ in  D 9 , by a well known
 property of the  A 7 -geometry . Thus , there is a block of  G  dif ferent from  y  0 and incident
 with both  x  and  y .  That is ,  y  is incident with one of  y  1  ,  y  2 or  y  3  ,  as we wished to prove .
 h
 L EMMA 14 .  The geometry  G 8 (4)  is the only c
 3  ?  Af  *  geometry with all point - residues
 isomorphic to  G 7 (4) .
 P ROOF .  Let  G  be a  c 3  ?  Af  * geometry with all point-residues isomorphic with  G 7 (4) .
 It is easy to prove that  G  is residually flat and that ( LL ) holds in it . Also ,  G  has eight
 points , 28 lines , 48 planes , 280 3-spaces and 16 blocks .
 Having chosen a block  u 0 of  G , let  D  be the subgeometry of  G  formed by the points of
 G , the lines of  G , the 3-spaces of  G  incident with  u 0 and the blocks of  G  dif ferent from
 u 0  ,  with the incidence relation inherited from  G . Clearly ,  D  is flat . Let us call ‘planes’
 the 3-spaces of  G  belonging to  D .
 Clearly , for every (‘plane’ , block)-flag  F  of  D , its residue  D F  in  D  is the circular space
 on four points . On the other hand , it follows from Section 4 . 1 that , given a point  a ,  its
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 residue  D a  in  D  is a model of the  A 7 -geometry . Therefore  D  is a flat geometry with
 diagram and orders as follows :
c
2
LinesPoints Blocks
2
‘Planes’
2
 and point-residues isomorphic with the  A 7 -geometry . Therefore  D  is the  A 8 -geometry
 [5 , Theorem 2] . Hence  D  is a subgeometry of  G 8 (4) (see Section 4 . 2) . For every point  a ,
 let  P a  be the system of blocks and planes of  D a  .  For every point  a ,  the 3-spaces of  G
 incident with  a  but not with  u 0 correspond to (line ,  plane)-flags of  P a  in the same way
 as do the 3-spaces of  G 8 (4) . Therefore  G  .  G 8 (4) .  h
 L EMMA 15 .  There is no c  4  ?  Af  *  geometry with all point - residues isomorphic to  G 8 (4) .
 P ROOF .  Assume that there is a  c 4  ?  Af  * geometry  G  with all point-residues
 isomorphic with  G 8 (4) . We take the integers 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 as types , as follows :
c3
LinesPoints Blocks
2
Planes
10 Af *4 5
 The geometry  G  is residually flat : it has nine points and 16 blocks and satisfies the
 properties ( LL ) and ( T  ) .  On the other hand , ( LL ) also holds in residues of points and
 in residues of (point ,  line)-flags and ( T  ) holds in residues of points . Therefore the
 planes of  G  are the unordered triples of points and the elements of  G  of type 3 are the
 unordered quadruples of points . Hence  G  has 84 elements of type 2 and 126 elements
 of type 3 .
 Let us count the number  N  of flags of  G  of type  h 2 ,  3 j . As there are 84 planes in  G  and
 each of them is incident with six elements of type 3 , we have  N  5  504 .  On the other
 hand , there are 126 elements of type 3 , and each of them is incident with four elements
 of type 2 . Consequently ,  N  5  378 .  We have obtained a contradiction .  h
 E ND  OF  THE P ROOF  OF T HEOREM 5 .  Theorem 5 follows from Propositions 1 , 6 and 7
 and Lemmas 10 – 15 .
 4 .  A PPENDIX
 In this section we give some information on the geometries  G 6 (4) ,  G 7 (4) and  G 8 (4) . In
 particular ,  G 7 (4) turns out to be related to the  A 7 -geometry . We discuss this point to
 begin with .
 4 . 1 .  The A 7 - geometry and  G 7 (4)
 The famous  A 7 -geometry [14] is in fact a subgeometry of  G 7 (4) . Its points are the
 points of  G 7 (4) . Its planes are the blocks of  G 7 (4) dif ferent from a given block  u 0  .  Its
 lines are the planes of  G 7 (4) incident with  u 0  .
 Let us denote this model of the  A 7 -geometry by  D 7 ( u 0 ) .  The geometry  G 7 (4) can be
 recovered from  D 7 ( u 0 ) as follows . The planes and the lines of  D 7 ( u 0 ) form a model of
 the point – line system of  PG (3 ,  2) .  Let us denote it by  P ( u 0 ) .  Given a line  x  of  D 7 ( u 0 ) ,
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 let  a , b , c  be its points and let  u 1  , u 2  , u 3 be the planes of  D 7 ( u 0 ) incident with  x .  Thus
 u 0  , u 1  , u 2  , u 3 are the blocks of  G 7 (4) incident with the plane  x  of  G 7 (4) . That is , the set
 E x  5  h a ,  b ,  c ,  u 0  ,  u 1  ,  u 2  ,  u 3 j
 is a heptad of  S (74 ,  7 ,  23) .  There are three planes of  G 7 (4) containing  a , b  and  c  and
 dif ferent from  x .  Let  y  be any of those three planes and let  E y  be the heptad of
 S (4 ,  7 ,  23)  formed by  a , b , c  together with the four blocks of  G 7 (4) incident with  y .  Let
 y   be one of those four blocks . For every  i  5  1 ,  2 ,  3 ,  let  x i  be the line of  D 7 ( u 0 ) incident
 with  y   and  u i  .  It is straightforward to check that  x i  is incident with precisely one
 element  y  i  of  E y  \ h a ,  b ,  c ,  y  j  and that  y  i  ?  y  j  if  i  ?  j .  Therefore the set ( E y  \ h a ,  b ,  c j )  <
 h u 1  ,  u 2  ,  u 3 j  is one of the three planes of  P ( u 0 ) containing the line  h u 1  ,  u 2  ,  u 3 j  of  P ( u 0 ) .
 Thus , the planes of  G 7 (4) not incident with  u 0 bijectively correspond to the
 plane – line flags of  P ( u 0 ) .  More precisely , given such a plane – line flag  y  5  ( Y ,  X  ) ,  the
 points of  P ( u 0 ) in  Y  \ X  are the blocks of  G 7 (4) incident with  y ,  whereas the points of
 D 7 ( u 0 )  incident with the line  X  are the points of  G 7 (4) incident with  y .
 Summarizing , the points of  G 7 (4) are the seven points of the  A 7 -geometry , the blocks
 of  G 7 (4) are  u 0 and the 15 planes of the  A 7 -geometry , and the planes of  G 7 (4) are the 35
 lines of the  A 7 -geometry and the 105 plane – line flags of  P . The lines of  G 7 (4) are the
 pairs of points of  G 7 (4) . Thus  G 7 (4) can be recovered from the  A 7 -geometry .
 4 . 2 .  The A 8 - geometry and  G 8 (4)
 It is well known that the  A 7 -geometry admits a one-point extension with an
 automorphism group isomorphic to  A 8 and a diagram as follows [14] :
c
2
LinesPoints Blocks
2
Planes
2
 According to [16] , we call this rank 4 geometry the  A 8 - geometry .  The  A 8 -geometry is a
 subgeometry of  G 8 (4) : its points and its lines are those of  G 8 (4) , its ‘planes’ are the
 elements of  G 8 (4) of type 3 that are incident with a given block  u 0 of  G 8 (4) , and its
 blocks are the blocks of  G 8 (4) dif ferent from  u 0  .
 Let us denote this model of the  a 8 -geometry  D 8 ( u 0 ) .  For every point  a  of  D 8 ( u 0 ) ,  the
 residue of  a  in  G 8 (4) . We denote by  P ( u 0  ,  a ) the model of  PG (3 ,  2) formed by the
 blocks and the ‘planes’ of  D 8 ( u 0 ) incident with  a .
 The geometry  G 8 (4) can be recovered from  D 8 ( u 0 ) .  In order to prove this , we only
 need to show how to recover the 3-spaces of  G 8 (4) from  D 8 ( u 0 ) .  Since the 3-spaces of
 G 8 (4) incident with  u 0 are just the ‘planes’ of  D 8 ( u 0 ) ,  we only need to describe those
 3-spaces of  G 8 (4) that are not incident with  u 0  .  Let  x  be any of them , let  a 1  , a 2  , a 3  , a 4
 be its points , and let  E x  be the octad of  S (5 ,  8 ,  24) formed by  a 1  , a 2  , a 3  , a 4 together
 with the blocks of  G 8 (4) incident with  x .  Let  E x , 0 be the octad of  S (5 ,  8 ,  24) containing
 a 1  , a 2  , a 3  , a 4 and  u 0  .  Then the sets ( E x  <  E x , 0 ) \ h a 1  ,  a 2  ,  a 3  ,  a 4  ,  u 0 j  and  E x , 0 \
 h a 1  ,  a 2  ,  a 3  ,  a 4  ,  u 0 j  are a plane and a line of  P ( u 0  ,  a i ) ,  respectively , for every
 i  5  1 ,  2 ,  3 ,  4 .  Conversely , for every point  a ,  every plane – line flag of  P ( u 0  ,  a ) arises
 from a uniquely determined 3-space of  G 8 (4) incident with  a  but not with  u 0  .  The
 3-spaces of  G 8 (4) can be recovered from  D 8 ( u 0 ) in this way .
 4 . 3 .  The generalized quadrangle W  (2)  and  G 6 (4)
 The previous constructions can be imitated in  G 6 (4) as follows . Given a plane  u 0 of
 G 6 (4) , let us take as elements the lines of  G 6 (4) incident with  u 0 and the blocks of  G 6 (4)
 dif ferent from  u 0  ,  with the incidence relation inherited from  G 6 (4) . Thus we obtain the
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 generalized quadrangle  W  (2) of order 2 . (We recall that the generalized quadrangle of
 order 2 is unique [17] . )
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